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Abstract
Tibetan gold and silver artworks were recorded in Tang
literal documents and enjoyed a great fame throughout
the world for their unique and exquisite styles, but their
samples have been seldom discovered. Based on a study
on the Tibetan gold and silver wares recently unearthed
from Tibetan tombs in the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and
known from collections abroad, this paper believes that
both historical records and archaeological discoveries
proved the high accomplishments of Tibetan gold and
silver crafts. Compared to gold and silver products made
in the Central Plains of Tang China as well as in Central
and Western Asia, the essence of the Tibetan articles
can be said to have been roughly paralleling with those
products in technological sense, which indicates that
by that time Tibet had become an important production
center of gold and silver wares in the East Asia. Tibetan
gold and silver wares demonstrate clearly interaction and
absorption among the cultural elements of Tibet and those
of Tang China’s other regions as well as Sogdiana and
Persia. Moreover, they reflect that Tibet in its annexing
and expanding procedure came into close relationships
with nomadic tribes in the steppes of northern and
northwestern China.
Keywords: Gold and silver wares; intercultural
communication–China and other countries; Tibetan
Archaeology

Brief introduction on the issue
The Tibetan gold and silver vessels discussed in this
article include vessels from Tibet proper and from the
surrounding areas. During the period of the Tibetan
empire (the 7th through 10th centuries CE), because of
close exchanges with the Central Plains, Tibetan culture
was deeply influenced by Han Chinese culture. At the
same time, Tibetan metalwork was influenced by the
cultures of other surrounding peoples. At that time, the
Tibetans reached a relatively high level of economic and
cultural development. Gold and silver crafts were among
their most important handicraft products. According to
historical records, ritual vessels manufactured as tribute
for the Tang court were especially important among

Tibetan gold and silver vessels.
Historical records indicate that many types of Tibetan
gold and silver vessels of very fine craftsmanship
were widely used in various aspects of Tibetan life.
Among the Tibetan gold and silver vessels recorded in
historical documents, several may have been specially
manufactured as rare ritual objects for tribute, while
others were luxury goods intended to display the social
status of the Tibetan nobility. For a long time, gold and
silver vessels were scarce among the artifacts of ancient
Tibet that had been excavated by archaeologists or passed
down among the generations. Consequently, we had no
way to compare them to the rich material found in the
historical records. Since the establishment of the PRC,
and especially during the most recent decade, Tibetan
archaeology has developed rapidly. Finally, counting both
materials recovered in archaeological excavations and
examples found in overseas collections, we have located
enough examples of gold and silver metal work to write
the present article.

The available Tibetan gold and silver wares in
discoveries and collections
Among Tibetan gold and silver wares, the most finely
made examples are the vessels such as vases, cups, bowls
and plates. They are the main items discussed in this
article.
1. Five silver vases
These vases are similar in shape with a flared mouth,
long narrow neck, round shoulder, bulging belly, and
round hollow foot. Some special features of the vases
include the following: the neck and the hollow foot are
usually decorated with a string of pearls, while the belly
of the vessel is decorated with animal and plant designs
produced by hammering.
Tibetan silver vases and the silver vases produced in
the Central Plains during the Tang Dynasty are similar in
shape, but the mouths of the Tibetan silver vases are more
flared, and the rim is wider. Compared to a Tang Dynasty
silver vase, the neck of the Tibetan one will be shorter
and wider. In addition, the round foot of the Tibetan vase
has a pronounced outward slant. In contrast, the foot of
the Tang silver vase will be lower and smaller as well as
straight-sided. Overall, the differences between the two
are greater than their similarities. Even more important
are the obvious differences in decoration between the
two. Tang Dynasty silver vases are usually decorated with
grapes, scrolling vines, and flying birds. On the belly are
carved such images as mythical animals and lions with
refined lines resembling the typical flowering vine and
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Figure 1 The Tibetan silver vase in a private collection in
Chicago, USA (80A-28).

bird designs of the Tang Dynasty. By contrast, strings
of pearls on their shoulders and round foot are a special
design feature on the Tibetan silver vessels. Another
difference is the thickness of the leaves and branches in
the designs of plants, which seem relatively crude in style.
A third feature unique to the Tibetan vases is the exotic
style, often employing strange shapes, used in depicting
the animals, for example, the main design on a Tibetan
silver vase in a private collection in Chicago (Figure 1) is
composed of three pairs of standing birds with their necks
crossed. One pair has crests, another has horns, and the
last pair has long, protruding tongues. Between the groups
are designs of flowering grasses. On the belly of the vase
are three mythical winged creatures: a horse, a dragon,
and a lion.
2. Six silver cups with handles
Cups like this are popular among the Tang, Sasanian
Persian, and Sogdian gold and silver vessels. Qi Dongfang
(1999) calls these “handled cups”because a single handle
projects from the mouth of the cup and attaches to the
belly. Qi believes that the Tang examples of this type
of cup did not evolve from a traditional Chinese style,
but instead show obvious western influence. Foreign
craftsmen may have made some of them, while others
may be Tang copies. The form and style of the Tibetan
cups with handles are similar to Tang and Sogdian
examples. Compared to Tang and Sogdian gold and silver
cups with handles, the most outstanding characteristics of

Figure 2 The Tibetan silver vase in the Cleveland Museum
of Art, USA (1988.67.1).

Figure 3 The gilt Tibetan silver vase in a private collection in
Chicago, USA (80A-23A).
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the six Tibetan examples are the continuous round body
with no lobes, the shallow belly, a mouth that is wider
than the cup is high, and the small round foot. The result
is that overall the shape resembles that of a bowl. And
the six Tibetan cups do not include such Chinese styles
as octagonal or cylindrical bodies or б-shaped handles.
Consequently, we argue that Tibetan metal workers
may have borrowed the shape of the cup from Tang and
Sogdian models, but they did not directly copy those
models (Figures 4–8).
3. A gold cup with a high foot
In square panels around the mouth of the cup are
represented various animals, probably the twelve animals
of the zodiac, including from right to left a pig, a rabbit,
an ox, a tiger, and so on. The belly of the cup is decorated
with scrolling vines and flowering grasses. Among the
scrolling vines emerge dragons, lions, unicorns, and other
creatures. On top of the handle and around the rim of the
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Figure 4 Tibetan silver wares.
1. Handled cup (collection of Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, USA); 2. Handled cup
(Pierre Uldry Collection, Museum Rietberg Zürich,
Switzerland); 3. Handled cup (private collection); 4.
Bowl (private collection, cited from Heller, 2003);
5. Handled cup (collection of Nizhne Novgorod
Museum, Gorky, Russia)

Figure 5 The Tibetan silver handled cup in the Cleveland
Museum of Art, USA (1988.67.2).

Figure 6 Tibetan silver handled cup (collection of Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, USA).

Figure 7 The Tibetan silver handled cup in a private
collection in Chicago, USA (80A-20).

Figure 8 The gilt fish designs on the inner bottom of the
Tibetan silver handled cup 80A-20.
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Figure 9 The silver Jug of the Jokhang, Lhasa.

foot are strings of pearls. The catalogue says that this cup
was excavated in Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region
and dated as in the period of Tibetan Empire (7th to 8th
centuries CE).
4. A Silver jug
This relatively large Tibetan silver vessel has been
handed down through generations and is now in the
collection of Jokhang Temple in Lhasa (Figure 9, top).
Scholars of the past have disagreed about its style,
attributing it variously to Sasanian Persian, Sogdian, or
mixed Sogdian and Chinese origins. They identified its
place of production as either Central Asia or Tibet. Some
scholars dated it to the 7th century, others to the 8th or
9th. The fact that this silver jug is the subject of so much
scholarly disagreement suggests that it represents a blend
of cultural elements, rather than deriving from a single
culture. Especially noteworthy are the two sets of images
on this vessel of people and their costumes. One set is a
single figure playing the Pipa-lute behind his back while
performing a “Sufi Dance” on a single foot (Figure 9,
bottom), an image usually associated with northern and
northwestern China from the Northern Wei through Tang
periods (384–907 CE). The other set shows two drunken
people supporting each other (Figure 9, middle). One
of them stumbles, nearly unconscious, his long sleeves
dragging on the ground. The other supports him under
his arms. This image is never seen on Persian or Sogdian
gold and silver vessels; however, a Tibetan wooden
coffin painted with the same design, recently discovered
in Qinghai Province, suggests that the subject may have
been popular in Tibet, and may represent Tibetan drinking
customs of the time. Therefore while this piece may have
come from central or western Asia, we cannot exclude a
Tibetan origin.
5. Two silver bowls
The two silver bowls are special in both shape and
decoration. One, presently in a private collection in
Chicago, has an unusual shape not seen in previously
published Tang gold and silver vessels. It features a flared
mouth, relatively deep body, round bottom, and cylindershaped foot. The diameter of the bowl is 16.4 cm. The rim
and the foot are each decorated with a string of pearls,
and the belly is decorated with a repeated leaf-shaped
pattern featuring geese above the leaves. On the bottom
is an antelope with one leg stretching up to its head.
The decorative style of this bowl resembles that of the
Tibetan cup, and also strongly resembles some features
of the decoration of Sogdian silver vessels. Based on
these similarities, we assume that this bowl is a replica
of a Sogdian vessel. It was made in Tibet, and should be
dated to 8th century CE (Figure 4:4). The other bowl, in
the collection of the Ancient Orient Museum in Tokyo,
has a flared opening and a shallow body. The bottom of
the bowl is decorated with a pattern of waves and fish. A
string of pearls decorates the area just beneath the rim.
On the inner walls of the bowl, humans and animals are
depicted (Figure 10).
6. Horse trappings and horse adornments
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A remarkable set of Tibetan horse trappings is currently
located in a private collection in Chicago (Numbered
80D–27 by the collector). It includes a gilt saddle (Figures
11–14) and several metal ornaments for horse trappings
(Figure 19). This is the most complete set of Tibetan
horse trappings that survives today, and it provides unique
objects for us to observe and study.
7. Ornaments
Among the Tibetan gold and silver objects are plaques
and ornaments. They include earrings (or ear ornaments),
rings, tubular objects, beads (or small balls), belt
ornaments, and plaques (Figures 15–22). All of them have
clear provenance, thus, we can be quite certain about their
date and ethnic origin. Although they are small in size,
their style still reflects many characteristics of Tibetan
gold and silver craftsmanship. Among them are two types
of refined small plaques. Based on the holes at the four
corners and along the edges, together with the small hook
or clip on the back, we conclude that they were probably
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Figure 10 The Tibetan silver bowl collected in Ancient Orient
Museum, Tokyo, Japan.

Figure 11 The Tibetan gilt silver saddle ornament in a private
collection in Chicago, USA (80D-27).

Figure 12 The Tibetan gilt silver saddle ornament in a private
collection in Chicago, USA (80D-27, Detail).

Figure 13 The Tibetan gilt silver saddle ornament in a private
collection in Chicago, USA (80D-27, Detail).

Figure 14 The Tibetan gilt silver saddle ornament in a private
collection in Chicago, USA (80D-27, Detail).
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Figure 15 Tibetan gold and silver ornaments.
1. Gold plaque (99DRNM3:1); 2. Gold foil plaque (99DRNM3:21); 3 and 4. Gold plaques (LCM1:5 and LCM1:10);
5. Gold ring (LCM1:17); 6 and 7. Gold earrings (LCM1:8 and LCM1:9); 8 and 9. Silver rings (99DRNM3:7 and
99DRNM3:8); 10. Gold-plated bronze half-globular ornament (99DRNM3:3); 11. Gold plaque (LCM1:6); 12. Gold
tubular object (LCM1:5); 13. Silver tubular object (99DRNM3:6); 14. Gold bead (99DRNM3:5)
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Figure 16 Tibetan silver ornaments.
1–4. Belt ornaments (From M17 at Reshui Cemetery in Dulan County, Qinghai); 5. Belt ornament (99DRNM1:3); 6.
Ornament (80D, private collection in Chicago, USA); 7. Ornament (80B-1, private collection in Chicago, USA); 8.
Ornament (80B-2, private collection in Chicago, USA)
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Figure 17 Tibetan silver decorations (From M1 at Reshui Cemetery in Dulan County, Qinghai).
1. Decorative slat with standing phoenixes; 2. Decorative plate with honeysuckle patterns in same direction; 3.
Decorative plate with honeysuckle patterns in alternative direction
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Figure 18 Tibetan gold and silver decorative plates.
1. Trapezoid silver decorative plate; 2. Square silver decorative plate with standing phoenix design; 3. Crown-shaped
silver decorative plate; 4. Cylindrical gilt silver decorative plate; 5. Rosette-shaped silver decorative plate
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ornaments for costumes or belts. Such plaques may
have been used to identify the wearer’s official or noble
status. Historical records mention “official regalia”as
well as a “status system”in relation to Tibetan officials
and noblemen. Historical documents also mention that
Tibetans from various tribes who lived in the Qinghai area
favored gold ornaments. They also used such ornaments
during funeral rites. This suggests that ornaments found
in tombs are linked to Tibetan funerary practices. Another
type of gold and silver plaque, decorated with plant and
animal patterns, may have been used specifically for
decorating belts, since many of them are in same size
and style. We call them“belt ornaments.” The type of belt
with ornaments attached probably came to China from
Central Asia. During the Tang Dynasty, people referred
to them as “Diexie 蹀躞 (Lit. quick short steps)” after the
way they moved when the wearer walked. The Tibetan
gold ornaments share certain elements with those of the
nomads in who lived in the northern steppes of China. For
Figure 19 The Tibetan gilt silver apricot leaf (saddle ornament)
example, Tibetans used the same hammering technique
in a private collection in Chicago, USA.
that was popular in metal products from the northern
steppes, and both cultures
favored animal motifs. In
addition, Tibetan ornaments
in the form of horse-shaped
plaques are similar those made
by peoples of the northern
steppes.
The techniques adopted by
Tibetan craftsmen reached a
high level during the period
of the Tibetan Empire. Based
on preliminary observations
o f t h e Ti b e t a n g o l d a n d
silver objects studied for
this article, the techniques of
manufacture available to the
Tibetan craftsmen included
Figure 20 Inlayed gold plaques (From M1 at Reshui Cemetery in Dulan County, Qinghai).
hammering, gilding, plating,
filigree, welding, stone inlay,
engraving, chiseling, gold
inlay, wrapping in gold foil,
and granulation.

The manufacturing and
decorating features of the
Tibetan gold and silver
wares and the intercultu ra l c o m m u n i c a t i o n s
reflected by them

Figure 21 Decorative plate with honeysuckle patterns and nail holes (80C-1A, private
collection in Chicago, USA).

Researches on historical
documents and archaeological
data have shown that gold and
silver objects manufactured in
Tibet from the 7th to the 9th
centuries reached a high level
of quality in terms of shaping,
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Figure 22 Tibetan gilt silver decorative plates with Kalavinka and phoenix designs (DWG80, private collection in Chicago,
USA).
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decorating and manufacturing technique. Certain wellmade Tibetan objects are highly sophisticated and compare
to gold and silver objects from the Tang Dynasty, as well
as to pieces from Central and Western Asia. This shows
that by this time Tibet had already become a center in East
Asia for the manufacture of gold and silver objects.
Tibetan gold and silver objects include not only daily
ware such as cups, plates, bowls, and vases, but also
ornaments used for costume and horse trappings. The
latter include earrings, finger rings, and various types
of plaques. Plaques used to decorate various kinds of
object were also popular. Widespread design motifs
included animals such as the lion, gazelle, deer, standing
bird, standing phoenix, and unicorn, along with of plant
designs such as honeysuckle, tendril, and scrolling vines
with flowers. Special motifs seen only on Tibetan vessels
include the pair of standing birds with crossed necks,
winged animals, birds with human faces or humans with
bird’s feet, drunken people, and the “Sufi Dance”. A wide
range of techniques were involved in making Tibetan gold
and silver objects, such as hammering, filigree, welding,
gilding and inlay of various types. This varied technology
made possible the wide range of lively, richly ornamented,
and unique gold and silver vessels made by the Tibetan
metal smiths. The vessels described in this article, like
most of the Tibetan gold and silver vessels that survive
today, have been handed down from generation to
generation without records always being kept. But when
we compare them to objects known to be of Tang Dynasty
origins, it becomes quite clear that these vessels were
made and used from the 7th to the mid-9th centuries CE,
while the Tibetan Empire was at the climax of its power.
Only a few small gold objects that have survived are
likely to have an earlier origin.
The high degree of cultural contact and transmission
during this important period in Eurasian history made
possible exchanges of techniques of gold and silver
manufacture between Tibet and the Tang Dynasty, as well
as with Central and Western Asia. On the one hand, we
see clear intercultural influences from Tang, Sogdian, and
Persian metalwork on Tibetan gold and silver vessels;
on the other hand, we also see the gradual formation of
a distinct Tibetan metal tradition, based on their strong
connections with the steppe people who lived in north and

northwest regions of present-day China. Such connections
took place because of the expansion of the Tibetan Empire
during that period. Tibetan gold and silver vessels form
an important part of the multi-ethnic culture of ancient
China, which has been ignored for a long time and needs
to be understood and revalued from now on.
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Postscript
The original article was published in Kaogu xuebao,
2009: 1: 89–128. This abridged version is done by the
original author and translated into English by Suzanne
Cahill 柯素芝 and Ye Wa 叶娃.

